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TAKING THINGS COOLLY.
FOREIGN.
Camato being the present seat of govern
We learn with the utmost satisfaction from
* You’re an infernal scoundrel,’ said a
ment no canoes are permitted to come to the the Richmond Whig, that Mr. Leigh, of Va.
Laterfrom
England.
—
London
papers
to
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
fierce looking gentleman, the other day,
city
from
the
interior,
and
within
a
few
days
will not be bullied or brow-beaten out of the
the evening of May 30th have been received
JAMES K. REMICH.
cqming up, in great warmth, to a Yankee,
past, the cattle canoes have been stopped, so situation to which he was called by the Gen
Officeon theMain-Street,--oppositetheMeeting-House. who was standing quietly on the sidewalk— at New York by the packet ship Philadelphia. that provisions,will soon get up.
eral Assembly of Virginia ; but will repair to
The most important intelligence contained
terms of the gazette and palladium.
f you’re an infernal scoundrel, sir.’
it, prepared to sustain the principles, honor,
in these papers is that of the formal demand
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
Mexico.—Vera Cruz papers to the 1st of and interest of Virginia in all things, and to
‘ That’s news to me,’ replied the Yankee, made by the Spanish government for the
Interest will he charged on all subscriptions which
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No quietly.
armed intervention of France, according to June have been received at New York. execute the instructions of those whom ho
¡paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
the provisions of. the quadruple treaty. This They state that Santa Anna’s victory at Za acknowledges to have the right to govern his
‘
News
?
you
scoundrel,
—
do
you
call
it
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
The information, adds the Whig,
event
has occasioned considerable agitation catecas, of the lltb of April, appears to have votes.
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for news ?’
in the French and English money-markets. given its death blow to the insurrection. Of which comes to us as authentic rumor, wo
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
4 Entirely so.’
charged for its insertion.
No intimation has been given in the French 2723 prisoners taken on that occasion, more believe will give pleasure to independent men,
‘ You need’nt think to carry it off so
ministerial papers respecting the course than two thousand had been discharged, after and to many of the friends of General Jackquietly. I say you’re an infernal scoundrel, which will be adopted by the government; engaging not again to take up arms against son, more anxious to maintain the integrity
ISCELLANEOUS.
and I’ll prove it.’
the London papers express the opinion that the government. Alvarez still held out in of the Constitution, than to accomplish the
Superiority of Cotton over Linen as
4 I beg you will not ; I should’nt like to the demand will be immediately complied the south, but had proposed terms of peace, intrigues of Martin Van Buren.
with by France, and that the governments of evep before he had learned the result at Za
Clothing.—The properties of cotton strong be proved a scoundrel.’
catecas. The Mexican Congress adjourned
Melancholy Casualty.—Two of the daugh
ly recommend it for clothing, especially in
‘ No, I dare swear you would’nt. But England and Portugal will cooperate with
on the 23d of May.
ters of Mr. Thomas Fortner, of Wythe coun
her.
We
also
copy
the
accounts
given
of
the
comparison with linen, both in hot and cold answer me directly—did you or did you not
Col. Juan Almonte, bearer of the treaty of ty, Va., came lately to their deaths by chew
countries. Linen has, indeed, in some res say, in presence of certain ladies of my progress of the Carlists. In connexion with limits between the U. States and Mexico, has
this subject, it may be mentioned, that the
ing the root of wild parsnip, under circum
pects, the advantage; it forms a smooth, acquaintance, that I was a mere—
Emperor of Russia left St. Petersburgh on arrived at New York.—Boston Patriot.
stances peculiarly melancholy and distress
firm, and beautiful cloth, and is very agree
4 Calf? O no, sir, the truth is not to be the 13th of May on a journey to Kaliscb,
ing. They were at a neighbor’s house in the
able to wear intemperate climates; but is spoken at all times.’
MAIL ARTICLES.
morning, and started for their home, and, as
where he was to be joined by the King of
it appears, found some parsnip, which they
less comfortable than cotton, and less con
4 The truth ! Do you presume to call me Prussia. A meeting of diplomatic envoys
Ohio.—The proceedings of the Legislature mistook for angelica, and ate of it in large
was to be held there, and both sovereigns
ducive to health, either in hot or cold. a calf, sir ?’
of Ohio, at its late session, on the subject of “quantities, as is supposed from the immedi
were
afterwards
to
proceed
to
the
projected
Cotton, being a bad conductor of heat, as
4 O no, sir, I call you—nothing.’
the controversy with Michigan, have been al ate and fatal effects. One of the daughters
compared with linen, preserves the body at
4 It’s well you do ; for if you had presu camp in Silesia. The Augsburg Gazette, of ready generally stated ; but the terms of the
had already expired, and the other lying
a date prior to the demand of Spain, already
a more equitable temperature. The func med to call me—
mentioned, intimates that Spanish affairs arrangement entered into by Messrs. Rush senseless when they were discovered, as they
&
Howard,
Commissioners
appointed
by
the
tions of the skin, through the medium of
4 A man, I should have been grossly mis would be likely to engage the attention of the
were unable to reach any house after eating
President, for the temporary adjustment of the the poison, and were found in that sad con
perspiration, are the great means of main taken.’
meeting.
taining the body at an equable temperature
4 Do you mean to say I am not a man
There is little of interest, excepting what difficulties,—an arrangement which has been dition near the road .side, leading to their fath
relates to the above, in the Paris papers. The made the, basis of pacific measures on the er’s—Nat. Int.
amidst the vicissitudes of the atmosphere. sir ?’
Court of Peers Ijpd adjourned sine die. The part of that body, have not been given.—
But linen, like all good conductors of heat,
4 That depends on circumstances.’
They are as follows : 1. That Harris’ line
Mr. Livingston left this city day before
war supplies have been voted by the Cham
freely condenses the vapor of perspiration,
4 What circumstances.’
ber of Deputies. It was rumoured that M. should be run and re-marked, pursuant to the yesterday. During his short stay, dinners
and accumulates moisture upon the skin ;
4 If I should be called as evidence in a
act
of
the
last
session
of
the
Legislature
of
Humana was to resign the post of Minister of
were given him by the President, the Secre
the wetted linen becomes cold, chills the court of justice, I should be bound to speak
Finance, and was to be succeeded by M. Du- Ohio, without interruption. 2. That, as the tary of State, and we believe by the British
civil elections under the laws of Ohio have Minister, Mr. Vaughan.
body, and checks perspiration—thus not the truth.’
chatel.
He was every
only producing discomfort, but endangering
4 And you would say I was not a man
The Chamber of Peers, on ceasing to act taken place within the disputed territory, the where greeted, and by all parties, with cor
people
resident
there
should
be
left
to
their
health. Calico, on the other hand, like all hey ? Do you see this cow skin.
dial marks of esteem.
as a Court, had resumed its legislative duties,
own government, obeying the one jurisdiction
Mr. Livingston and his lady were the guests
bad conductors of heat, condenses little of
4 Yes ; and I’ve seen it with surprise, but no action appeared to have been had on or the other, as they may prefe.r, until the
of the President while they remained in the
the Indemnity bill.
the perspiration, but allows it to pass off ever since'you came up.’
close of the next session of Congress. The city.— Washington Globe.
A riot had taken place in Wolverhampton,
in the form of vapor. Moreover, when
4 With surprise ! Why, did you suppose
England, in which the mob were fired on by Legislature of Ohio, engage to. observe these
the perspiration is so copious as to accumu I was such a coward that I dare not use the
stipulations, for the time specified, on condi
A letter from the White Sulphur Springs
the military, and several persons were woun
late moisture, calico will absorb a greater article when I thought it was demanded ?
tion that nothing inconsistent with them shall of Virginia, under date of June 23d, publish
ded.
be done in the mean time on the part of the ed in the Richmond Whig, states that among
quantity of that moisture than linen. It has
4 Shall I tell you what I thought ?’
Accounts from Napoli de Romania of the
therefore, a double advantage—it accumu
4 Do—if you dare.’
5th of April state, that a number of serious United States or Michigan.
the visiters there, is Mr. Barry, our Minister
Two days before the adjournment, some to Spain, (late Postmaster General,) and that
lates less moisture and absorbs more.
4 I thought to myself, what use has a calf affrays had taken place between the Greek
excitement
was
occasioned
by
a
special
mes

and Bavarian soldiery in Athens, Argos and
he is in very feeble health.
It is hoped,
From the above considerations it is evi for a cow-skin.’
sage from the Governor, communicating to however, that his health will improve by his
other places.
dent, that in cold climates, or in the noc
4 You distinctly call me a calf, then ?’
the Legislature a letter received from Asbury visit to those salubrious springs.—Nat. Int.
London, May 29.—-It was generally un Dickens, acting Secretary of State. The let?
turnal cold of tropical climates, cotton cloth
4 If you insist upon it you may.’
ing is much better calculated to preserve
4 You hear, gentlemen,’said he, speaking derstood that the French Government had re ter was written by the instructions of the
Mr. Lauriafs Ascension.—On Saturday, 4th
the warmth of the body than linen. In hot to the by-standers,—( do you hear the in solved upon sending troops, to the number of President, who stated that the erroneous
40,000, into Spain immediately. We believe views of his sentiments and those of others inst. Mr. Lauriat ascended in his balloon from
climates, also, it is more conducive to health sult. What shall I do with the scoundrel.’
this intervention will occur, and this circum associated with him in the Government, ex the Amphitheatre in Charles street, in com
and comfort, by admitting of free perspira
Dress him ! Dress him exclaimed twenty stance had much influence with the holders
pany with his son, a boy about seven years
pressed in the Governor’s communications,
tion.
voices, with shouts and laughter.
of Spanish Bonds—indeed, in addition to the had given him great concern, though he of age. The balloon rose rapidly in a wester
‘ That I’ll do at once.’ Then turning good conduct of the members of the house, it could not authorize a discussion in regard to ly direction, to the height of about a mile ; it
THINGS WE DON’T LIKE.
again lo the Yankee, he cried out fiercely, had much effect in increasing confidence. It them, without departing from a rule which was then borne by another current of air in
We don’t like to see a young man in ‘come one step this way, you rascal, and is also well worthy of remark that, upon he had prescribed for himself on the subject. the direction of the harbor, and came near
such a day of trouble, the agent of the Portu Any attempt, however, to renew the running ! the water at a short distance from Apple Iscompany, when there are those present I’ll flog you within an inch of your life.’
guese Government should be enabled to can of the line in the manner alluded to by the [j land. After a voyage of about three quar
older and better informed than himself, mo
‘I’ve no occasion.’
cel Portuguese Bonds to the amount of £80,- Governor, would certainly produce a crisis, ters of an hour, Mr. Lauriat descended at
nopolize two thirds of the conversation.
4 You’re a coward.’
000, making altogether a cancellation of Bonds in which he would feel it his duty to interpose East Boston, where by the aid of a number
of persons, he reached the ground and secur
We don’t like to see young men stand
4 Not on your word.’
during the past week of £500,000.
by such means as are placed at his disposal
ed his balloon, without the occurrence of any
round church doorsand stare the ladies out
4 I’ll prove it by flogging you out of your
by the constitution and the law. The mes
[From the London Courier, May 30.]
accident. The ascension was fortunate and
of countenance as they pass from the house. skin.’
It is now ascertained beyond a doubt, that sage was referred to the Select Committee well managed, though the state of the weath
We don’t like to see people in church,
4 I doubt it.’
the Spanish Government has applied, both to that had reported on the boundary. One er was not very propitious.—Bos. Pat.
pay more attention to the congregation than
the Governments of France and England, if gentleman stated that the views expressed in
4 I am a liar, then, am I ?’
not for assistance, at least for advice and sup the letter were as contradictory to those ex
to the man who is addressing them.
4 Just as you please.’
The Norristown. Pa. Herald says:—The
port. The French papers state, on the au pressed by the President to himself in con
We don’t like to see ladies or gentlemen
4 Do you hear that gentlemen ?’
versation, as they were to the terms of the ar Current is setting strongly in favor of Web
thority
of
letters
from
Madrid,
that
the
Span

speak twice without thinking once, in the
4 Ay !’ was the unanimous response.
ster and Harrison, for President and Vice
ish Government has asked for 50,000 men, rangement made by the Commissioners.
vain expectation of making themselves a- 4 You can’t avoid dressing him now.’
President of the United States. Such a tick
but that is we believe, quite erroneous.- The The committee reported in substance that no
et will, we have no hesitation in saying, meet
greeable or interesting.
4 O heavens grant me patience 1 I shall Spanish Government could only ask for the farther legislative action was necessary.
the decided approbation of the Whigs of this
We don’t like to see persons railing a- fly out of my skin.’
Boston Adv. fy Pat.
fulfilment of the treaty, which goes no further
county.
gainst the vices and follies of the times,
‘ It’ll be so much the better for your than to pledge France and England to assist
The
Norfolk
Beacon
of
Friday,
last
week,
while they themselves are conspicuous for pocket. Calfskins are in good demand.’
the Government of Isabella. By the first of
Plenipotentiaries Extra.—We understand
the four additional articles to the Quadripar says :—“ We understand that orders have that Governor Lucas has appointed three
both.
4 I shall burst.’
been received at the Navy Yard, Gosport, to Plenipotentiaries to visit “ the Government,”
We don’t like to see a man so kind-heart
4 Not here in the street, I beg of you. It tite Treaty, says the Times :
“ His Majesty the King of the French en fit out the North Carolina 74, immediately.” at Washington, on the Michigan boundary
ed as always to promise favors when sought, would be disgusting.’
question. The Plenipos are David T. Dis
gages to take such measures in those parts
and so forgetful as to fail to fulfil them.
4 Gentlemen, can I any longer avoid
The Sea Serpent again.—Capt. Nichols of ney, Speaker of the Senate, Noah H. Swayne,
of his dominions which adjoin to Spain as
flogging him ?’
the
brig
Mary
Hunt
and
crew
report
that
they
U. S. District Attorney, Wm. Allen, ex-mem
shall be best calculated to prevent any suc
‘ Not if you are able,’ was the reply.
Curing Butter.—A writer signing him
cours of men, arms, or warlike stores, from saw a sea serpent about 8 miles oft’ Chatham ber of Congress. All Van Buren, men—all
According to their men of office.
4 At him!’
being sent from the French territory to the lights on the 17th ult.
self“ Old Dutchess,” says butter should be
Thus provoked, thus stirred up and en insurgents in Spain.”
The second article statement he was about 40 feet long. This
cured without the aid of water.
“ The
A Judge naturalized.—We are informed
practice I recommend,” he says, “ from raged the fierce gentleman went like light binds England to fnrnish arms, warlike stores, must be a young one, because zthe old hero
who has visited our coast almost every year, that the Hon. John T. Adams, the newly ap
long experience, is as follows : When the ning at the Yankee. But before he, could and if required, the aid of a naval force, to is from a hundred to a hundred and fifty feet pointed Judge of Probate for the District of
the Government of Isabella II. The third
butter comes from the churn, pul it in a strike a blow, he found himself disarmed of engages Portugal to co-operate with the long, probably not being able to come him Norwich, presented himself before the Coun-^
clean wooden bowl, and with a wooden but his cow-skin and lying on his back under Spanish Government, “ with such means, self this year he sent his boy.
ty Court at New London, a few days since,
ter ladle proceed to work it by breaking it the spout of a neighboring pump,—whither and in such mode and manner, as may hereaf
and was naturalized, in due form, as a citizen
Hallowell Advocate.
of the United Slates of America—renounc
down at the sides and turning off the whey the Yankee had carried him to cool his rage ter be agreed upon between the four con
din Old Veteran.—The Providence Journal ing, under solemn oath, his allegiance to Wil
which is separated in the process ; at the —and before he could recover from his as tracting parties.”
It cannot, therefore, be true, as stated in mentions the arrival there of Mr. Robert liam the Fourth, King of Great Britain, Ire
same time strew on the salt by degrees, so tonishment, at such unexpected handling—
Twelves Hewes, from Ostego county, New- land, fyc,. and to all other foreign Powers,
that it becomes intimately incorporated. he was as wet as a thrice drowned rat, from the French papers, that France has been asked
York, on bis way to Boston, to visit his rela Princes or Potentates. With all due respect
Continue working it thus until the butter the cataracts of water which his grave an for 50,000 meh ; but the demand has been lim
Mr. Hewes lacks only about 60 days for the learned judge, we would humbly ask,
ited to calling on France and England to ful tions.
tagonist
had
liberally
pumped
upon
him.
milk is apparently all worked out.
Put it
of being one hundred years old, and is proba whether he can legally discharge the duties
fil the treaty.
then by in a cold cellar till the next morn His courage by this lime, had, like that of
bly the last survivor of the memorable Zea of the appointment which our “ Democratic”
The Plague in Egypt.—We have accounts party.
Legislature conferred upon him, while he was
ing, by which time the salt is dissolved, valiant Bob Acres, ‘ oozed out at the palms
from Alexandria, to the 28th of March, at
an alien, under allegiance to His Majesty
when the ladle is to be again applied and of his hands ;’ and he declared, as he arose
which time the plague was still raging in that
Names and things.—The Boston Atlas King William the IVth.—Norwich, Conn.
continued as long as any buttermilk can be and went dripping away from the pump— city with unabated violence. The deaths
says
:—Senator Webster did not assist in get Courier.
that
he
never
would
trust
to
quiet
appear

separated. The butter is then fit for use
were on an average 200 daily. Several Eu
ting
up
the Hartford Convention ; Senator
or laying down. For preserving, stoneware ances again; and the devil might undertake ropean and many Greek houses were infect
Death of Enoch Crosby.—We perceive by
Hubbard of New Hampshire did. The New
ed. Most of the foreign vessels in the harbor
jars are preferable, as they impart no taste to cow-skin a cool Yankee, for all him.
Hampshire Patriot therefore abuses Mr. Web the papers that Enoch Crosby died on the
had
the
pestilence
on
board
—
several
had
to the butter and exclude’ the air.
Pack
N. Y. Transcript.
ster as a Hartford Conventionist, and praises 28th ult. at his residence in Southeast, Put
been obliged to re-land their cargoes after
«down the butter without' any salt between
Mr. Hubbard as an original democrat, dyed nam county, N. Y. after a lingering illness,
1s that all ?—An individual of our ac losing part of their crews.
in the 88th year of his age. Our readers are
the layers, and cover with two inches of
in the wool.
probably aware that this individual was the
strong brine previously boiled, skimmed quaintance had been suffering all night with
Another disturbance at Para.—We are in
Expeditious travelling to Russia.—A pas original of Harvey Birch, the hero of Coop
and suffered to become cold.
If a scum that most painful of all pains that flesh is debted to a friend, says the Salem Gazette, for
He could not sit the use of the following letter from Para, da senger who arrived at Havre in the packet er’s celebrated novel, the Spy.—Aler. Jour.
-should afterwards appear on the brine heir to—the tooth-ache.
ship Charlemagne embarked the same day in
It seemed to ted
which will sometimes happen in damp cel still, stand still or lie still.
PARA, JUNE 6.
Death of Hon. Reuben Bartlett.—We are
the Steam Packet for Hamburg, which per
We
regret
to
state
that
this
city
was
the
grow
worse,
if
anything,
in
the
morning,
and
lars, renew the pickle.
The impurities
called upon to announce the melancholy in
forms
the
passage
in
50
hours,
when
they
which rise to the surface while boiling, or at a moment when the pain was extremely scene of further disturbances on the 12th ult. take the stage for Lubec, arrive there in 6 telligence of the sudden and unexpected
are found in the residium at the bottom, are excrutiating, he was suddenly called out to on which day the combined expeditions from hours, and then embark in the “ General death of this gentleman, while in the full
Maranham and Camato endeavored to take
vigor of health, strength, and usefulness.—
far greater than any one would suppose who assist one of his neighbors, who had met
possession of the town, put down the present Steam Navigation Company” Packet for St.
is not in the habit of boiling his brine for with a most unfortunate accident, and was authorites, and give possession to the newly Petersburg, where they arrive on the fourth We have not heard the particulars, but are
told he was at work about bis mill in Gar
meat, butter, &c. Butter thus manufactur screaming as if he were in no pleasant con elected Vice President, but the affair was so day—thus making a voyage from New York land, and while rolling a log his hand was
to
St.
Petersburg
in
less
than
25
days.
dition.
The
gentleman
caught
up
his
hat,
ed and cured will keep a twelvemonth or
badly conducted as to cause the total defeat
caught, which drew him under it resistlessly,
JV*. Y. Mercantile.
more, perfectly sweet, and the rich delicacy bound a handkerchief to his face, and al of a party who landed to storm the place.
breaking bis neck instantly and otherwise
most
dying
with
the
tooth
ache,
ran
out
to
Consequently Vinagre was triumphant, put
of flavor imparted to that made in May or
bruising him.—Bangor Republican.
Robbery
of
the
Bank
of
Darien.
—
It
is
stated
see
what
had
happened.
He
found
his
ting to death 80 to 100 of his opponents, and
June, by the young herbage, will be in a
in
the
Augusta
papers
that
O
’
Meara,
the
per

Brother Holmes off the Winthrop Farmer,
great measure preserved.
It is compact, neighbor lying on thé ground beneath a wounding over 100 ; of his own party, about son who was the chief in the “removal of
50 were killed, and as many wounded.
was presented with a mess of green peas,
without being too adhesive, cuts with a monstrous log, that had fallen over his leg
the
deposites
”
from
this
institution,
has
been
The vessels commenced firing on the town
gathered from the field of Mr. Elipbalet Fol
His pain must have been
smooth surface, and shows neither lumps of and broken it.
at 10, A. M. and continued till half past four, arrested in New-Orleans, and $65,000 of the som, of Monmouth, on the 20th ult. Mr. Fol
extreme.
44
Friend
what
is
the
matter
?
”
money
found
on
him.
salt, buttermilk, nor crumbles.”—N. E. Far.
doing very considerable damage to property.
som done the thing that’s about right. Edit
was the first question of the tooth-aching They afterwards dropped down, under a flag
ors should be the first served in such matters.
gentleman, as soon as he found breath. of truce to Santo Antonine Bay, where they
An enterprising New Englander, near Fall Wonder how soon we shall be’enabled to tell
A notice of motion.—“ I rise, my lord,”
44 Why, don’t you see !” said a bye-stander still remain, waiting the arrival of a new Pres river, purchased, twenty years since, 115 a- a similar story of some of our Penobscot far
said a certain barrister noted for prolixity
—44 look at that broken limb !” “ Oh ! is ident, who left Rio on the 16th April, with cres of laud in Louisville, Ky. for $675, and mers ?—Bangor Freeman.
in the Court of King’s Bench, “ to give no
that all I I thought by the cry 1 heard, an expedition, consisting of two frigates and for which he is now offered $275,000.
tice of a motion.”—The judge interrupted
two sloops, commanded by Commodore Tay
The wife of Mr Gideon Richards, of Bel
some one had the tooth-ache P9
lor. We understand that .these vessels are
*him by saying, ( Mr. S. your rising is al
Census of Bangor.—By an order of the mont, presented her husband, on Monday
National Eagle.
bringing down about 800 troops, which will City Council, a census of this city has recent morning last, at one birth, three beautiful, liv
ways a notice of motion, for every one that
cause a reaction in favor of the central Gov ly been taken, by which it appears that the ing children, two sons and a daughter—at
can moves off.
Fear indicates a degenerate mind.-- Virgil.
ernment.
present they are all doing well.-—Belfast Jour.
whole number of inhabitants is 7,497.

____ M

(

*

Sale of Land.—The beautiful situation of
Burning of the Walter Scott.—Capt. Clark,
of the ship Walter Scott, arrived in this city Bart. Nason, Esq. on the hill west of the
on Saturday last, and proceeded yesterday Court house, with his farm of 500 acres, was
SATURDAY, JULY 18,7835?
NEW-ORLEANS, JUNE 22.
morning to Boston. From his own lips we sold last week for $26,000. A handsome ad
Latest from Europe.—The packet ships
Texas.—We are informed by a gentleman have received a full account of the burning vance has already been offered to the pur
Rhone, from Havre, #nd North America,
Rail Road from Boston to Portland.—
from Liverpool, have brought Paris and Lon just arrived from Texas, that political affairs of this gallant ship, an accident of a more ex chasers. It has long been in contemplation
Our
readers have already been apprised, that
in
that
quarter
are
in
a
very
unsettled
state.
traordinary kind than has happened in the to open a new road to Readfield to come in
don papers to May 31. They do not bring
near Stevens’ Hotel, passing over the centre it is determined to construct »Rail Road from
any news of importance. No further pro It was rumored that the Mexican Congress American seas for a long time past.
The Walter Scott sailed from New Orleans of Mr. Nason’s farm and avoiding the hill. Boston to Salem, and that most of the stock has
gress bad been made in the French Chamber had passed several obnoxious laws, annulling
of Peers in the passage of the bill for the ex the acts of the State Legislature of Texas, on the 27th May, with a cargo of 1794 bales This part of the road will now soon be open
been taken up by citizens of the latter town.
ecution of the American treaty, the- commit respecting the sale and grants of land—and of cotton, 18 seamen, and 3 passengers, one ed, if it is not carried through to Readfield.
tee not having reported upon it. The ques declaring that all slaves shall be free, accord of them a lady, Mrs. Hamilton. The ship This will lay open a large number of valua By an article in the last received Newbury
tion which formed the chief subject of discus ing to their constitution. Our informant fur was owned in Boston, was only two years old ble building lots. To show the increasing port Herald, we learn that “ the question ofa
sion, was that of an armed intervention by ther states, that it was believed that Gen. and was valued at $22,000. Her destination value of land in that direction, which now ap Rail Road from that place to Boston [via Sa
France, England and Portugal, in the affairs Santa Anna had sent a detachment of soldiers was Liverpool.
pears rather out of town, we may mention lem] is now settled” and that $250,000 of the
of Spain, for the protection of the cause of to arrest the Governor and members of the
In coming down the Gulf Stream, this ves that Mr. Nason sold a piece of land just be
the Queen. On this question there appears Legislature of Texas, whom he suspected of sel encountered a heavy gale from the south low the new cemetery a year or ^two ago for stock has been taken in Salem, $40,000 in
to have been much diversity of opinion, in disaffection to his Administration, and who west. The seas were running mountains $1200, the purchaser sold it last Spring for Ipswich, $50,000 in Newburyport, “ and the
were supposed to have been arrested at the high. On the morning of the 21st June, $1800, and a few days since it was again sold paper is fast filling up.” The Portsmouth
the cabinets as well as among the public.
The Courrier de 1’Iscre, announces that time of our informant’s departure from Tex about eight o’clock, in lat. 31, 24, long. 75, 43, for $3000.—Augusta Journal.
Journal of Saturday says, a subscription paper
the manufactories of Lyons are at this mo as. This information was obtained from the when under double reefed topsails, and bear
representative
for
the
department
of
Trinity.
ing upon the wind, opposite, or near
General Conference of the Congrega has been opened in that town “ for continuing
ment in full work, and so numerous are the
orders for silk goods for America, that at He further states, that the representative for ly so, Charleston, South Carolina, a heavy tional Churches of Maine.—This body and the Rail Road to Portsmouth, provided it be
present not one half of them can be executed. Trinity district (Mr. Dust) had, on the first peal of thunder broke over the gallant ship. the Societies connected with it, held their extended from Boston to Newburyport, and
A rise in wages has taken place in conse intimation of Santa Anna’s intentions, hastily It seemed as if the heavens had been rent Anniversaries in this city, the last week. The that many shares have been subscribed for.”
left the seat of Government, and returned asunder. The captain and his three passen occasion was one of great interest, and drew
quence.— Boston Daily Advertiser.
home with all speed, but feared that the other gers were in their cabins. The lady started together a very large collection of people, If it should be determined to construct a Rail
members had been intercepted, together with
Road from Boston to Portsmouth and the
Latest from England.—London papers to the Governor. We are also informed that up in fright, and the Captain jumped on deck clergymen and others, from all parts of the
in
so
much
haste
as
to
be
without
his
shoes.
State,
and
from
the
other
States
of
New
Eng

stock
should be taken up readily, measures
the 5th June have been received at Boston. the Indian tribes ofTexas are preparing for an
The electric fluid had struck the foremast, land.—The meetings commenced on Mon will undoubtedly be taken, before the lapse of
No political event of importance had recently I
Indian war among themselves ; the smaller ran into the forecastle where the seamen day evening, with a sermon on Foreign Mis
occurred. Lord Melbourne, in the House of
tribes were holding a council at Col. Bene’s were at breakfast, dashed every thing into sions by Rev. Mr. Bardwell, formerly a Mis many months, for its continuation to Port
Lords on the 2d, in answer to an inquiry re
prairie, to proceed against the great tribe of pieces, sent the men sprawling in all direc sionary in Bombay. On Tuesday morning j land, through Wells, this village and Saco.
specting assistance which had been given to
the Chamanches, who have driven them from tions, and completely raked the vessel fore and at 9 o’clock, the General Conference was or- ; Success to the work.
the Queen of Portugal by cruisers on the
their hunting grounds : it is supposed that aft between decks and the hold. The sud ganized ; Rev. Mr. Johnson of Saco, Modern-1
northern coast of Spain, stated’that such as
the war will commence in the course of this denness and force of the terribld blow made tor, and Rev. Mr. Tappan of Augusta, Secre-1 Suicide.—A stranger committed suicide,
sistance had been given, and that provisions '
summer or fall.
the vessel hang in suspense for a moment on tary. . At 11 o’clock a sermon was preached • in this town, on Sunday morning last,by
and arms had been supplied to the amount of
the top of the billow. Every person was as before the Conference by Rev. Mr. Rood, Î
£200,000, which were to be paid for by Por
drowning himself in the Mousam river. He
BOONSVILLE, MO. JUNE 12.
tonished, but no one yet knew the extent of delegate from the General Association of
tugal, but that the government was not to be
was about the village on Saturday, and from .
A
young
man.
apparently
about
24
or
25
the
injury.
Connecticut.
pushed for the immediate payment. These
In a few minutes a cry of ‘ fire I fire I fire!’
In the forenoon of Thursday, the Report his manner left no doubt on the minds of
supplies were furnished under the Quadruple years of age, was taken off the steamboat
treaty. There is nothing further on the sub John Hancock, which arrived at this place was raised, and the terror of that cry may be on the State of-Religion within the bounds of those who conversed with him that he was
ject of intervention in the affairs of Spain.—ib. from St. Louis, on Friday afternoon, the 5th imagined—lar at sea, surrounded with storms, the Conference was read by Rev. Mr. Free deranged.
He was about 40 years of age,
instant, in a state of collapse with cholera. and at the mercy of the enraged element. man of Limerick. Accounts were also re
about five feet eight inches high, slender, dark
When
inquired
of
respecting
his
name,
resi

The
seamen
were
almost
struck
senseless
by
ceived,
as
to
the
state
of
Religion
in
Connec

MEXICO.
A revolution has been attempted in Mexi dence, &c. he replied “ my name is James the electric shock. This cry awakened them ticut, Vermont, and New-Hampshire. Vari complexion, dark hair, all his teeth double
co, for abolishing the federal Constitution of Lombard—I am a carpenter by trade, and to a new sense of danger. The passengers ous Resolutions were proposed and passed, lie was very decently clothed—having on a
that Republic, and establishing a consolida came from Portland, in Maine. My father’s almost lost their senses, and the lady, Mrs. H. on the subjects of Temperance, of the Sab good blue broadcloth coat, drab kersey panta
ted Government. It is done under the aus name is Daniel Lombard—he was alive when was the only one whose courage rose up to bath, of Peace, of Licentiousness, of Slavery, loons, dark vest, black stock, white hat and
pices of Gen. Santa Anna, and he is conse I left home, and residing at that place.” He meet the danger with promptitude and ener of the distribution of the Bible, and of thé re
thick boots. He was noticed in the vicinity of
quently placed at the head of the new gov lingered until about 8 o’clock on Saturday gy. ‘ The long boat! the long boat!’ was ligious interests of Seamen.
shouted. It was now six ®r eight minutes
Contributions for different charitable ob the river on Sunday morning and was beard
ernment. The new organization is called the morning, when he expired.
since the lightning had struck, and every part jects have been taken up during the week, to say that he intended to drown himself. He
Plan of Toluca, it having had its origin in the
Emigration to Liberia.—The ship Indiana, of the cargo, fore and aft, was already on fire. amounting in all to nearly $2000.
city of Tpluca.
It is stated in accounts
appeared quite dejected—in several cases re
Capt. Wood, sailed from this port yesterday, The long boat was full of various articles, and
Bangor Freeman.
which have reached us by way of New-Or
for the Colony at Liberia, with the Rev. John could not be got out at the moment. The
turned no answers to persons who addressed
leans, from VeraCruz, to June 12, that the i
B. Barton, of this city, Missionary to Africa, Captain now ran below, seized a cqtlass and
(f^’Roscoe G. Greene, Esq. has resigned him and seemed to take no notice of them
plan has been agreed to by most of the States.
and sixty-three colored persons as emigrants a pistol, came on deck, nerved himself to the the office of Secretary of State, which he has
A document which forms the basis of the
for the colony,—fifty-nine of whom are from occasion—‘ men,’ said he, ‘ you never yet de held for more than four years, in consequence, whatever. About noon on Sunday several
plan is published. This document purports
this city, Augusta, and the county of Bryan. serted me in danger—rouse yourselves how : as is stated in some papers, of ill health, persons were led to believe, from certain cir
to be a decree of all the public officers of To
■ Savannah paper of'30th ult.
I’ll shoot the first man that does not at once —The Kennebec Journal, however, says that cumstances, that he had drowned himself,and
luca, copies of which were sent to the su
I
—--- -- --------- ------- do his duty. Clear out the long boat—down Mr. G. has made a snug little fortune by some measures were immediately taken for the re
preme authorities of the States, with an invi
John Randolph's Will.—It will be recollec with the gig—stir, stir or in ten minutes we land speculations in which he has been en
tation to them to unite in carrying it into ef
covery of his body, which was shortly found.
ted by most of our readers, that the Hon. shall see eternity.’ The lady jumped also on gaged.
He does not, therefore, need the
fect. It declares in the preamble that the
John Randolph, at the time of his death, deck, with hair in disorder, stood by the Cap emoluments of the office, the duties of which He probably laid in the water from one to two
experience of ten years has proved, that the
ieft two Wills. By one, he directed the e- tain, and appeared to be a spirit of heaven an he probably found too arduous to perform hours.—An Inquest was held by Joshua
system into which the people had been sedu
mancipation of all his negroes ; in the other, imating the frailer mortals to their task.
comfortably.
Downing, Esq., Coroner. The verdict was,
ced, by a desire to imitate, the political gov
he said not one word in relation to the sub
The thunder-struck men, headed by the
ernment of the United States of the North,
that he came to his death by drowning him
ject. The act of emancipation was ordered mate, hurried as well as they could, cleared
had been productive of public evils which
Appointments by the Governor and Council.
by the first Will ; and it is now contended out the long boat, launched the gig, and then
self.—The deceased had a russet leather va
could not longer be endured, and that it is
—Asaph R. Nichols, of Augusta, Secretary of
, that that was revoked by the making of a sec swung down the boat in the boiling ocean
indispensably necessary to adopt a form of
State, in place of Roscoe G. Greene, resign lise, nearly new, containing a mason’s jointer,
ond, although the second does not, as is usu below.
‘ Put the lady in the long boat,’ ed.
government consistent with the establishment
shaving apparatus, a few articles of wear
al, in express terms, revoke the first.
Gen. shouted *the
Captain,
’
‘ . The ship was at this
of an administration so economical as to re
Isaac S. Small, of Bangor, Surveyor Gen ing apparel, &c., and a wallet was found in
Waller Jones, of the city of Washington, is moment rolling tremendously—the flames
pair the poverty, decay and ruin, to which
eral.
counsel advocate on the part of those who bursting forth in all directions—her masts
one of his pockets, but neither contained any
the existing system has reduced the country,
Albert Smith, of Portland, to visit the city
claim the abrogation of the original testa tottering to the gale. The lady reached the
and so strong as to extricate it from oppres
of Quebec and other parts of the Canadas, in thing by which his name or residence could
ment. . The argument „ that will be thus boat in safety,
..
‘ Thank God,’ said the Cap- order to consult with the civil authorities and be ascertained.
sive bankruptcy. The form of the proposed .
He was probably entirely
brought up, wdl be one of consequence, and tajn —
The disabled seamen were placed near
government is not developed.
All this is
\l is hoped that it will be decided in that way her- six others put in the gig. The Captain merchants thereof upon the subject of the destitute of money. His remains were de
left to the future, and we presume to the wis
whichisnow
which
is now least expected,
expected. dIf the first and his mate wire the’lasMo leave’the“deck contemplated Rail Road from the city of cently interred.
His friends can obtain the
dom of the chief at the head of the Republic.
Quebec to some point on the Atlantic sea
testament should prevail, upwards of five of the burning ship.
valise, &c. on application to the Coroner at
The following are the principal articlesib.
board,
under
Resolve
of
March
10,
1835
—
in
hundred negroes will obtain their freedom ;
All were now in the boats,
‘ Cut adrift— place of John Anderson, resigned.
Therefore all the public officers of Toluca —if it takes an opposite direction, they must
Kennebunk-port.
cast off’,’ shouted the Captain,
They cut adecree :•—
Joseph Howard of Limerick, County\Atremain in bondage. There cannot be a doubt, drift from the burning ship, and pushed out of
Mr. Leigh has published a Card in the
1st. That conforming her desires with
in the mirids of those who watched and be her wake. ‘ All is lost,’said the captain, ‘ but torney for the County of York.
Richmond (Va.) Whig, in which he states
those of the nation, manifested in an une
came familiar with the eccentric life of John
quivocal manner^ the form of government Randolph, that he did at one time intend the our lives are yet left us ; we have another
At the June term of the Supreme Court that “ it is his purpose to take his seat in the
chance to 11Jive
out LUC
the ErtlU.
gale.’ The
moment
.
r I •
I
1
.
! viiumuu
W
VUi.
J. lie IlJUUJUUl
which must consist with the happiness of the
emancipation of his slaves ; and as >t would | the long boat and the gig left the burning ves- holden at Augusta, a novel action occupied Senate, unless an imperious necessity arising
people is that of a popular, representative, cen
be a pity to have so good a design destroyed I se|, her masts fell by the board, the flames the attention of the Court, which was amu out of the state of his own private affairs shall
tral system.
singly reported for the Journal. The action
nV «POl/lOnt m* lniT€)l fnnhmnnliHnn
- 7
by
accident or legal technicalities, is hoped I burst forth in greater magnificence
than ever,
2d. That the constitution to be established
prevent him from doing so
and further, that
that the first Will will prevail.
Those who the thunder rolled, the lightning still flashed, was brought by Charity Vance,—against
must be based on the acknowledgment exclu
William
Vance,
wherein
the
wife
insists
up

“
whatever
censures
he
may
incur, he will
were best acquainted with Mr. Randolph, are the sea was roaring around, and the two small
sively of the Catholic Apostolic Roman Re
of opinion that he left his affairs in this state boats floated over the billows before the wind, on a divorce from the bed and board of her never expose himself to the charge of recre
ligion ; on the independence of the nation as
husband, and alimony. The plaintiff charged
of vexation and uncertainty, for the sole pur and entirely at its mercy.
regards its actual territory ; on the division of
the defendant with all manner of offensive ancy ; and that, in his conduct in the Senate,
pose of preventing any settlement of his es
At last, in about fifty minutes from the first
the powers of government ; and on the free
tates. A decision on the subject of the two stroke, one long sheet of flame covered the operations against her person, such as beating, he shall take council only from his own sens?
dom of the press.
Wills will be had in a few days, in all prob wreck, and the whole gallant fabric of the bruising, kicking, thumping, pushing, &c., of duty to his constituents and to his country,
3d. That on account of the heroic sacrifi
ability, as the subject is now before the Su Walter Scott sunk down into the water, and placing servants as mistresses over her, and taking care to do nothing but upon the ma
ces and noble exertions made in favor of free
finally desertion. It appeared in evidence that
preme Court of Virginia.
was seen no more.
‘ It’s all over with the Vance, a grey headed man of more than 70, tures! and most dispassionate deliberation.”
dom of the country by the illustrious and ex
gallant
Walter
Scott,
’
said
tlfe
lady.
cellent D’Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna, he
married the plaintiff, a young lady of about
Important to ship-masters.—By a slip from
The Largest Strawberries.—We were
The Captain, crew and passengers now 20, to get a young maid and obedient bouse
shall continue to be recognized as President
the
New
Castle
Gazette,
we
learn
that
in
the
sailed for the coast. They had little provis keeper, and she him for his money, where presented, on Tuesday morning last, with a
and supreme chief of the nation, and protect
case
of
the
United
States
against
ceriain
sail

ions, every thing had been lost, and their with to catch some .young buck after the splendid plate of Strawberries, from the
or of its votes freely expressed.
4th. That for the maintenance of public ors—a part of the crew of the brig Independ prospect was gloomy enough. The two death of the old one. The testimony was con
garden of Capt. Joseph Hatch of this town.
order, and till the Central Constitution shall ence, shipped from this port, who were con boats kept each other’s company all that day flicting, but they both agreed that they were
be devised, the actual authorities shall contin fined in the jail at New Castle, Delaware— and the succeeding night. It was still blow lawfully married,—and sincerely desired to Three of the largest of them measured I
ue to exercise their functions, being subject the warrants and commitment were for “con ing hard. At the peep of dawn next day, the be unmarried again ; as the defendant filed a inches each in circumference and weighed
to the existing laws to maintain public peace spiracy to make a revolt, and refusal to obey Captain espied a sail to the leeward. It was cross libel praying a divorce for several rea 1 oz.—16 of them weighed a quarter of a
On examination before the Judge immediately determined to send the gig to
and individual rights ; and that none shall be orders.”
sons,—amongst others, that his wife would
deprived of office, except those who oppose on Monday, 29th ult., it appeared that “ they the vessel in sight, and endeavor to get a- smoke and kill his cats, which offences mili pound.-—Who would not be an editor, if be
refused to do duty, but without violence,” board, if possible.
Accordingly, a sail was tated against his pleasure and express orders, could have his table graced with such dainties
the present project.
5th. That to prevent disturbance, and to and the Judge decided that there was no law rigged out of an old sack, a mast was raised, —particularly the latter, as he took great de as these ?—and what editor, we beg leave to
procure the free manifestation of the public of the United States, making this an offence and this sail was spread before the wind. light in the increase and education of cats. enquire, can boast of strawberries of such di
1 Mate,’ said the Captain, ‘ you must go alone
will, the supreme government of the republic —and they were therefore discharged.
We have reason to believe that the decis to that vessel, and get on board the best way As it was evident that the parties cordially mensions, either upon his own table or the
shall be requested to adopt measures neces
hated each other, the Court decided that they
ion
of
the
Judge
was
founded
on
a
law
of
the
tables of his neighbors ?
you can.’ ‘ Aye, aye, sir,’said the mate.
sary to enforce this plan.
should live asunder, and that the defendant
last session of Congress, and it is believed
Away started thè gig on the swelling bil should pay his young pet $200 a year and
that the language of one section does not con low before the gale, with the mate at her
Mr. Benjamin Simpson of Saco, it is stated,
From Buenos Ayres.—A letter from Bue
$100 bonus until further orders.
Before
vey the ideas entertained, and intended to be helm.
‘What a cheering sight it was,’ said judgment was pronounced, Vance declared was one of the number who destroyed the
nos Ayres, under date of May 4th, says that
conveyed by the person who drafted the bill. the Captain ; ‘ she streaked, sir, over the bil
on the preceding Saturday, “ the American
that the marriage was a matter of speculation, tea in Boston harbor, prior to the Revolution.
It may be well to look to this matter.
lows like the forked lightning itself down the on both sides, and that the worst end of the
Consul was beaten with a musket, on the
The Journal, published at Belfast, states that
U. S. Gazette.
masts of the Walter Scott, now under, now bargain fell to his lot. “ Had we never lov
public square, for not wearing the red ribbon,
Mr. John Cochran, now living in that town,
above
the
waves.
’
and that by a black soldier. It is said the gov
ed,” &c.
Lake Serpent.—The Sea Serpent has been
In a short time, the gig reached her desti
was one of that daring and patriotic band.ernment have promised satisfaction, but their
word is nothing. “ The English Minister recruiting in the lakes for some time past. nation. The vessel proved to be the Saladin,
Serious Affray.—We learn that oh Sunday It seems, therefore, that Mr. Hewes is not
was refused admittance to the Fort because Capt. Kellogg of the schooner Polyphemus Humphries. She backed her yards. In an evening a quarrel occurred between several the only survivor of the famous Tea-party.
he did not wear the badge. He talks of leav has given to the editor of the British Whig, a other brief space, the long boat appeared ; all Irishmen in Ohio-street in this city, during
Canada paper, a full account of the monster. were taken on board, not forgetting the lady,
ing here.”
which one of them seized a dull axe and
John Pope, formerly Governor of Arkan
On the fifteenth inst. as he was making for who in the greatest danger had cheered and
struck another on the head with considerable sas Territory, is a candidate for Congress in
Kingston
Harbor
he
saw
what
he
at
first
animated
the
men
to
their
task.
Steamboat communication across the Isthmus
force. The man’s head was shockingly man
Capt. Clark, his crew and passengers were gled—the axe penetrating the scull in such a the Beardstown District, Ky. against Benj.
of Darien.—The New York Journal of Com thought was a mast, but was greatly terrified
to
discover,
as
he
approached
it,
that
it
was
landed
at
Norfolk.
The
Captain
himself
had
merce gives some extracts from a New Gra
manner as to expose to view the brain, render Hardin. Mr. P. is opposed to Gen. Jackson.
He put the schooner up to the lost every thing on board.
He had $15,000 ing his recovery doubtful. The offender, we
nada paper, by which it appears that there is animate.
reason to anticipate the completion ofa plan wind, lashed the helm a lee, and ran up the in English coin, but it all went to the bottom. understand, was secured, but have not learn
A dreadful hurricane passed over Canton,
for the establishment of a canal communica main rigging, waiting for the monster to ap When the people of Norfolk, knew their sit ed the names or other particulars, except th<it Fulton County, III., on the 18th ult. which io
tion across the Isthmus. Baron de Thierry, proach. The serpent, for it was no other than uation, offers were made to raise a subscrip rum was the cause.
a few minutes levelled to the ground two
who proposed to erect in New Zealand a gov an immense snake, neared the vessel fast, and tion, but he refused any aid of that kind. He
Since the above was in type we have heard
thirds of the houses in the town. Of the I#
ernment on the European plan, and to in- passed immediately under the stern, taking sold his two boats, and with some private aid, the man is dead.—Bangor Freeman.
. duce emigrants to resort thither for the pur no notice whatever of the schooner or those paid all his own expenses, and those of his
houses in the place only three escaped unin
.pp
pose of engaging in the cultivation of various on board, but affording to every body an am men, and when he reached New York, had
The corpse of the late Chief Justice Mar- jured. Five persons were killed and 8 great
useful products, has offered to the govern ple opportunity to observe and note his mon just $10 in his pocket. This he presented to —n
’.I was taken on board the Citizen’s Union number seriously injured. A store was blown
Mrs.
Hamilton,
who
arrived
in
this
city.
a
strous
dimensions.
In
length
he
was
about
ment of New Granada to construct a canal,
Line steamboat, on Wednesday morning, at
175
feet,
of
a
dark
blue
color,
spotted
with
Capt.
Clark,
throughout
the
whole
of
these
down and the goods scattered over the pra
which shall unite the waters of Rio Chagres
Philadelphia, and was transferred to the Nor
and Rio Grande, and shall be navigable for brown ; towards either end he tapered off, horrible scenes, exhibited the highest gallant folk steamboat at the mouth of the river Pa- iries.
steamboats and other vessels, not drawing but about the middle his body was of the cir ry and presence of mind. Such a man can tapsco.
It was accompanied by three sons
A Van Buren State Convention has been
more than ten feet of water. The offer was cumference ofa flour barrel; his head was provide against all ordinary accidents, but of the deceased and a committee of the citi
received by the President with much satisfac peculiarly small, and could not well be distin when the lightning of Heaven itself strikes a zens of Philadelphia, consisting of Judge held in Georgia. There were T50 votes for
tion, and he engaged to recommend it with guished but from the direction in which he ship to the bottom, we must all submit in si
Baldwin, Mr. Sergeant, Mr. Rawle, Mr. Pe Van Buren for President—for Vice President
earnestness to the favorable notice of the moved. He swam with an undulating move lence.—JVew York Morning Herald.
ters and Mr. Ingraham, who proceeded with Col. Johnson received 130 and Mr. Rives 19
ment,
keeping
the
best
part
of
his
body
un

Congress, which is now in session. The
it to Virginia.—Baltimore American.
votes. Even in a packed convention, it ap
The Philadelphia Inquirer says of the late
Baron is said to possess the means required der water, but occasionally shewing his
whole length.
He was in sight full fifteen Chief Justice Marshall
pears, Col. Johnson cannot carry all the
to prosecute the enterprise with success.
minutes, and when last seen, was making the
Seizure.—We understand that the sch.
“
He
died
calmly
and
tranquilly,
surround

friends of Martin.
Fire.—On the afternoon of the 30th ult. the best of his way down the St. Lawrence. ed by three of his children and many valua William & Harris, Capt. Wells, from East
roof of a two story brick house in Suffolk, There were a number of persons on board ble friends. The blow was not unexpected, port, has been seized in our port, by the Col
Rapid Travelling.—A gentleman arrived
(near Broome) street, was destroyed by fire. the schooner, all of whom were willing to and he was fully prepared. But a few days lector, for having brought a cargo of Irish
in
Boston at 10 o’clock on Saturday evening
confirm
this
statement
on
oath.
—
Phil.
Gaz.
here,
contrary
to
law
in
such
cases.
The furniture was also considerably injured.
since he penned an inscription for his tomb
Bangor Whig.
last, having left Baltimore, a distance of about
The House is the property of Thomas Gough
stone.”
of Albany—both insured. The hre originated
It is calculated that the total number of
420 miles, at 6 o’clock on the preceding worn*
Travel.—A gentleman came in the Bangor,
from a cracker being thrown by a boy on the comets in the planetary system amounts to
Harvesting.—In North Carolina they have who was only 50 hours on his passage from ing. He was detained 34 hours in Philadelroof!—Philadelphia Gaz.
upwards of seven millions.
already commenced cutting their wheat.
New York, including stoppages.—
phia and 1 hour in Bordentown.
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Melancholy Accident.—Two young
men, William B. Emery, eldest sbn of Mr.
Benjamin Emery, aged 17 years, and John
Baker, son of widow Baker, aged 18 years,
both of this town, left the harbor on Monday
afternoon last, in a yawl boat, for the pur
pose of fishing. It is feared that they found
a watery grave the same evening. They
were seen, a few moments before’the severe
squall of that evening, by persons in a
larger boat, but nothing has been heard
from them since« A net belonging to the
yawl, and part of a rudder, which it is be
lieved belonged to it, were picked up the
next morning. It is probable that the boat
was overset by the squall and sunk immedi
ately.
(Jt/8* Si nee the above was put in type, we have
received a note from Mr. Emery, requesting
us to state, that if any person should pick up
the bodies of the above named young men, or
either of them, adrift at sea or on the shore,
and will convey them to their friends, or, if
this is impracticable, will decently inter them
on shore and give information of the fact, be
shall be suitably compensated for his trouble
and receive the thanks of the afflicted rela
tives for his humanity and kindness.
Canada Rail Road.—A meeting of the
citizens of Belfast, was held on the 6th inst.
on the subject of the contemplated Rail Road
to Quebec. Among the votes adopted, was
one declaring, it to be expedient to make an
effort to have said road terminate at Belfast,
and another declaring it to be expedient to
appoint an agent or agents to meet the U. S.
Engineer who is engaged in exploring the
route for the road.

Jackson Nominations—In Waldo Coun
ty, Joseph Miller of Lincolnville and Josiah
Staples of S wanville as candidates for State
Senators, and Frye Hall of Belfast for
County Treasurer, by a County Convention
held at Belfast, 4th inst.—in Lincoln County,
Joseph Weeks, jr. JohnM. Frye, Josiah Merrow and John Spear, for Senators, by a Coun
ty Convention held at Nobleborougb 4th inst.

The late Chief Justice Marshall—A meeting
At a Court of Prolate held at Limerick, within
Latestfrom France.—The New York Com
and for the County of York, on 1he first
PROBATE
mercial Advertiser, and Journal of Com of the citizens of Philadelphia was held on
Monday of July, in the year of our Lord
merce, give us extracts from Paris papers to Tuesday last, to express their sentiments in
At
a
Court
of
Probate
held,
at
Limerick,
within
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon
June 5. received by the packet ship Pacific. reference to the death of the late Chief Jus
and
for
the
County
of
York,
on
the
first
Mon

ourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of
The Committee on the American Treaty, in tice Marshall. The venerable Bishop White
day
of
July,
in
the
year
of
our
Lord,
eighteen
said Court:
the Chamber of Peers, made their report on was elected President of the meeting, Benja
hundred
and,
thirty-five,
by
the
Honourable
ARY RUSSELL, named executrix in a
the 4th. After some remarks by M. Barante, min R. Morgan and Thomas M. Pellet, Vice
WM. A- HAYES, Judge of said Court:
certain instrument purporting to be the
the further discussion of the subject was Presidents, and Nicholas Biddle and Edward FgllMOTHY WINN, named executor in a
last will and testament of David Russell, late
postponed to the 11th, in spite of the efforts King, Secretaries. Resolutions were passed, JL
certain instrument purporting to be the
of M. Dubouchage, who wished it put off till expressing the deep sense entertained of the last will and testament of Daniel Winn, late of Waterborough, in said county, yeoman, de
the 15th. We see nothing, the Journal of public services and private worth of the emi of Wells, in said county, yeoman, deceased, ceased, having presented the same for pro
bate :
Commerce remarks, in the tone of M. Ba nent individual, whose loss had given occa having presented the same for probate:
ORDERED—That the said executrix
ran te’s remarks, which varied the aspect of sion to the meeting, and it was determined
ORDERED—That the said executor give
that a funeral procession should be formed notice to all persons interested, by caus give notice to all persons interested, by caus
the question.
In Spain, Elisondo and Urdache had been on the following morning, to accompany his ing a copy of this order to be published ing a copy of this order to be published three
evacuated by the Queen’s troops, and the remains to the place of embarkation, whence three weeks successively in the Kennebunk weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
garrisons of those two places were on their they were to be conveyed to his late resi Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
A meeting of the city may appear at a Probate Court to be held appear at a Probate Court to be held at
march for Pampeluna. The Carlists had dence in Virginia.
made two attacks upon Villa Franca, but had council was held on the same evening, and at Kennebunk, in said county, on the first Kennebunk, in said county, on the first Mon
been repulsed. Two corps of the Queen’s similar manifestations were given of respect Monday of August next, at ten of the day of August next, at ten of the clock in
troops, one under el Pastor and the other and sorrow. At a meeting of the bar of Phil clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
under Gen. Valdez, were marching against adelphia, at which Mr. Duponceau presided, they have, why the said instrument should have, why the said instrument should not be
proved, approved and allowed as the last will
it was recommended to the Bar of the United
the assailants.
not be proved, approved and allowed as the
The Gazette de France of the 4th, remarks Stales to co-operate in the erection of a mon last will and testament of the said deceased;' and testament of the said deceased.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
—the Impartial states that two of the minis ument to the memory of the Chief Justice, at
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen,Register.
A true copy—Attest,
ters threaten to send in their resignations if some suitable place in the city of Washing
A true copy—Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
the intervention be not adopted. On the ton, and Mr. Sergeant was requested to deliv
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
July 11.
’
s
other hand, it is said that M. Humann and er an eulogy at some future time, to be here
July 18.
Maison have declared that they would quit after designated.—Boston Adv.
At a Court of Probate held at Limerick, within At a Court of Probate held at Saco, with
the cabinet, if this measure was resolved
in and for the County of York, on the first
The U. S. frigate Constellation, at the Na
and for the County of York, on the first Mon
u pon. It is then for the purpose of gaining
Monday of June, in the year of our Lord
vy Yard, Gosport, is to be fitted out immedi
day in July, in the year of our Lord eighteen
time that they have written to London.
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon
hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon. WM. A.
The ministerial renewal of the crisis of ately, destined for the West Indies, and will
HAYES, Judge of said Court:
ourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
bear
the
broad
pendant
of
Com.
Dallas,
who
November and April, appears to be nearly as
IT ACOB BRADBURY, administrator of the
Court :
will go out in her.
dangerous as the intervention.
estate of John Bradbury, late of LimerOHN LORD, Jr. named Executor in a
The Chamber of Peers was still engaged
certain instrument purporting to be the
Death of Rev. Mr. Hildreth—It is with ick, in said county, yeoman, deceased, hav
on the trials of the persons who signed the
ing presented his first account of administra
last will and testament of Nathaniel Brock,
letter which appeared in the Tribunal. On deep regret that we record in our columns
tion of the estate of said deceased for allow late of Lebanon, in said county, yeoman, de
the 2d, nine individuals were declared guilty, the death of Rev. Hosea Hildreth, at Sterling,
ance : and also his private account against ceased, having presented the same for pro
including Andry de Puy raveau. At the same a few days since, of apoplexy. Mr. Hildreth the estate of said deceased for allowance :
bate :
was well known to the community as a wor
sitting, ten others were acquitted.
ORDERED—That the said administrator
ORDERED—That thp said executor give
The Journal des Debuts says—It is believ thy, zealous and indefatigable advocate of
give notice to all persons interested, by caus notice to all persons interested, by causing a
the
cause
of
Temperance.
At
the
time
of
ed that the Spanish Chambers will be closed
ing a copy of this order to be published three copy of this order to be published three weeks
on the 27th by the Queen in person. For his death he was Corresponding Secretary of
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga successively, in the Kennebunk Gazette.
~
the rest, all questions are reduced to the the Massachusetts Temperance Society.
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, printed at Kennebunk, that they may ap
single one of intervention, which, under the This Society has thus, within a few weeks, that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
pear at a Probate Court to be held at Kenname of co-operation, the Spanish government been called upon to deplore the loss of two held at Alfred, in said county, on the first
nebunk, in said county, on the first Monday
claims from its allies by virtue of the treaty of of its most efficient officers, who have been Monday in September next, at ten of the clock
of August next, at ten of the clock in the fore
the quadruple alliance. This very evening suddenly arrested in their career, by the chil in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
instructions have been given to the Spanish ling grasp of death.—Mercantile Journal.
have, why the said accounts should not be al the said instrument should not be proved, apambassador at Paris, to demand from the
proved, and allowed as the last will and tes
Accident.—In the lower part of this town, lowed.
French government an auxiliary corps. No
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
tament of the said deceased.
body here doubts that the latter government on Saturday, 4th inst. a young man by the
A true copy—Attest,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
name Johnson, son of Mr. Daniel Johnson of
will answer this demand affirmatively.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A true copy,—Attest,
Leiters from the Spanish frontiers an this town, had his left hand blown to pieces
July 18.
W,m. Cutter Allen, Register.
nounce the death, on the 18th, of M. Charles by the bursting of a musket, so that amputa
July 4.
Louis O’Donnell, of wounds which he re tion above the wrist was found to be indis At a, Court of Probate holdenat Saco, within and
for the County of York, on the first Monday
pensable.—Limington Rec.
ceived under the walls of Pampeluna.
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in June, in the year of our Lord eighteen hun
dred and thirty five, by the Hon. WM. A.
HA VES, Judge of said. Court :

I F^^T ^.

AKEN in Execution and to be sold at
IIYMENEAL.
Latest from Jamaica.—By the arrival of the
Public Vendue, at the dwelling-house
brig James Harper, we have Kingston (Jam.)
of the subscriber, in Alfred, on Monday, the
N the petition of Dominions Wentworth,
MARRIED
—
In
Portsmouth,
Mr.Silas
Moody,
Q^’We invite attention to the advertise papers to the 22d ult. for which we are in
administrator of the estate of Noah twenty;seventh day of July ne^t, at three o’
of Dover, to Miss Mary Jane Wingate, of P.
clock in the afternoon, all the right in equity
Wentworth, late of Lebanon, in said county,
ment of Mr. Wormwood, in another column. debted to an attentive friend. The state of
In Boston, Mr. James S. Norris, to Miss Maria
the market is not mentioned, but nearly the T. Totherly, both formerly of Portsmouth.
deceased, representing that the personal es which Moses Abbot, of Waterborough, has
If it be true, as is currently reported, and re
whole reading part of the paper is occupied
tate of said deceased is not sufficient to pay to redeem the farm on which he now lives,
ported we learn on the authority of the indi with accounts of riots by the apprentices {cithe just debts which he owed at the time of’ situated in the town of Waterborough. Said
OBITUARY.
vidual concerned, that Mr. Palmer has been devant slaves,) reports of trials for outrages
his death by the sum of three hundred dol farm is under the incumbrance of a Mortgage
DIED—In York, Me. July 6, after a short but lars, and praying for a license to sell and Deed to David Hall of Alfred, to secure the
offered $2000 for the Ledge owned by him and crimes by those misdirected men, and
censures upon the Governor, the Marquis of very distressing sickness which she bore with convey so much of the real estate of said de payment of two hundred and ninety dollars
and occupying four acres, then that advertised
Sligo, for attempting to favor the cause of the Christian .resigdati^, Mrs. Susan, wife of Mr. ceased as may be necessary for the payment; and thirty two cents on demand with interest
to-day by Mr. W. extending over 50 acres, apprentices* Several of them had within a Oliver NoR'rd^jand daughter of Mr. Samuel
j annually. For a more particular description
of said debts and incidental charges :
must be valuable indeed. They both lay in day or two, been arrested for murder, and Weare, aged 25. By this sudden and afflicting
. | of said farm 1 would refer to the Register of
ORDERED
—
That
the
petitioner
give
no-,
death, a disconsolate husband has to mourn the
the same pasture. Mr. W., we suspect, is others were undergoing trials for the same loss of an amiable and loving companion ; four tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, i Deeds’ Office, where said Mortgage Deed
crimes. The whole Island, we should sup children, a kind and tender Mother ; Parents, and to all persons interested in said estate, | way be found recorded, dated December the
disposed to sell on very favorable terms.
pose from the paper, was in a state of contin brother and sisters, one ever dear to their hearts ; by causing a copy of this order to be pub seventeenth, 1831; and recorded December
ued excitement.— U. S. Phila. Gazette.
the church of which she was a member, one of lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed 19th, 1831, Page 147, Book 141. Conditions
Judge White was nominated for the Pres
its brightest ornaments. But they mourn not for in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks at sale.
idency, by a State Rights Convention re
North Carolina Convention.—The Conven her as for one who had no hope—no, her hope successively, that they may appear at a Pro ISRAEL CHADBOURNE, Deputy Sheriff.
Alfred, June 23, 1835.
tion has voted, yeas 74, nays 53, to amend was fixed on Christ and him crucified. In all bate Court to be holden at Alfred, in said
cently held in Georgia.
the constitution in the 32d article, by striking ■ her distress and suffering, she was perfectly re county, on the first Monday in September
signed to the will of God—and in anticipation of
Timber Eand for Sale.
It is said that one of the arguments urged out the word Protestant and inserting Christ never ending bliss, she would often express a next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
ian,
the
effect
of
which
will
be
to
make
Cath

shew cotise, if any they have, why the prayeife.
Bj^OR sale a lot of Land, situated
desire
to depart and be with Christ.
against Go%. Badger of N. H. was his ‘ tem
olics eligible to office, while those who deny
of said petition should not be granted.
’n Kennebunk-port, and
“ None knew her but to love her.
perance habits!’—he was reproached by the truth of the Christian Religion, and the
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
bounded by lands of John Smith,
None name her but to praise.”—[Com.
A true copy—Attest,
some of his party, according to the Concord divine authority of either the Old or New
Tobias Walker, John Tarbox,
In Kennebunk-port, 15th inst. Miss Joanna
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
1 ! Davis, aged 32 years.
John Greene, James Thompson, Jos. Water
Courier, as the ‘ lemonade Governor.’ It is Testament, will be excluded.
July IL
They have decided that the election of i1 In South Berwick, a child of Mr. Nicholas
house and Samuel Burnham, containing 23
rumored that a new administration paper is
Governor and members of the Legislature Abbot, aged about 4 weeks.
acres, more or less. Unless said land is sold
At
a
Court
of
Probate
held
at
Limerick,
with

to be commenced in Concord, to support Gov. shall be biennial. It is left to the legislature
In Saco, 29th ult. Miss Almira Peavey, aged
in and for the County of York, on the first i at private sale, prior to Saturday, 5th of Sep
Badger for re-election, in opposition to Isaac to determine whether they shall hold annual 15 years, daughter of the late Joseph L. Peavey,
Monday of July, m the year of our Lord i tember next, it will be offered at public auc
Esq. of Tuftonborough.
sessions or not.
Hill.
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon- j tion, on that day, at my auction-room. All ne
In Beverly, 8th inst. of consumption, Hon.
ourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said cessary particulars will be given on applica
Wm. Thorndike, late President of the Senate of
tion to
A. WARREN.
United States Bank.—We learn from the Massachusetts, aged 40—a gentleman of sterling
Fires.—A Brass Foundry, Dyeing Estab
Court :
Kennebunk, July 10, 1835.
DWARD E. BOURNE, named Exec
lishment and about 20 other buildings, (most Washington Globe, which, from its connex worth, of most estimable qualities, beloved and
ion with the government, has early access to honored by all classes of the community.
utor in a certain instrument purporting HOLMAN’S VEGETABLE MEDIly two story wooden dwellings,) were consu the monthly returns of the U. S. Bank, that
CIN ES
to be the last will and testament of Ebenezer
Theodore Wilson, the man who murdered his Shackley, late of Kennebunk, in said county,
med by fire in New York city, on Saturday the loans of that institution were increased
ATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE;
wife
in
Kittery
a
few
weeks
since
by
blows
on
Bone Ointment;
morning last. Nearly 50 families were turn during the month of June $1,555,046, and its her head with a stone, died at the Jail in Alfred trader, deceased, having presented the same
Vegetable Elixir or Rheumatic Drops ;
circulation $3,152,881. Since the 1st of No
for probate :
ed out of doors by this calamity.
last
week,
His
death
was
occasioned,
we
have
Castor Oil Mixture ;
vember last, its loans of all sorts have been understood, by wounds which he inflicted on
ORDERED—That the said executor
Essence of Cayenne ;
Dr. McCaffrey, who was wounded during increased $19,443,491, and its circulation $9,- himselfon the day of the murder by broken glass give notice to all persons interested, by caus
Vegetable Bitters ;
363,089. The amount of its Joans of all sorts in attempting to enter a window.
ing a copy of this order to be published three
the riot in N. Y. city on the 21st ult. died on on the 1st inst. was $65,197,492, and of its
Vegetable Emetic ;
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
Portsmouth Journal.
Vegetable Powders.
Saturday, 27th ult.
circulation, $25,332,820. In the city of Bos
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they miiy
For sale by
D. REMICH.
ton alone, its loans have been increased, dur
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Ken
SHIP NEWS.
July 18, 1835.
ing
the
month
of
June,
$888,368
;
and
since
nebunk,
in
said
county,
on
the
first
Monday
of
We learn from Richmond that the dissatis
KENNEBUNK, JULY 18, 1835.
August next, at ten of the clock in the fore
faction in Virginia resulting from the nomi the 1st of February last, $3,152,881. At the
NEW
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
nation of Col. Johnson as a candidate for the latter period, the total of loans at the Branch
ARRIVED.
ILLIAM LORD has just received an
Vice Presidency, is universal, and that he I at Boston was $2,802,025. On the 1st July,
July 11—Sch. Ploughboy, Perkins, from Bos the said instrument should not be proved, ap
assortment of New Goods, which are
proved and allowed as the last will and testa
cannot get the vote of that State. In regard the aggregate was $5,954,906.
ton ;
offered for sale on the most reasonable terms.
to the Presidency, it is suggested by influen
12—Schs. Mary, Webber,do.; Moro, Emery, ment of the said deceased.
Kennebunk, July 1, 1835.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
tial men there, who are opposed to Mr. Van
Fur Company"Boat burnt.—The St. Louis do. Grape, Ward, do.
A
true
copy
—
Attest,
Buren, that at the next session of Congress Herald of June 26th, says:—
SAILED.
ORN for sale by
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
a proposition will be made to unite the friends
July 11—Brig Lima, Lord, for South America.
WILLIAM LORD.
A flat boat belonging to the American Fur
July
11.
July 16—Schs. Ploughboy, Perkins, Boston ;
of Mr. Clay, Mr. Webster, Mr. McLean and
July 3.
Company, of this city, arrived here last eve Osprey, Perkins, do. ; Moro, Emery, do.
Judge White, upon some fresh candidate,
At a Court of Probate held at Limerick, with
ning, from the Company’s post on the Yel
who has never yet had his name before the
MEMORANDA.
THE SILK CULTURIST.
low Stone, distant 2000 miles.
She brings
in and for the County of York, on the first
Saco, July 9.—Ar. sch. Maine, Smith, Bos
people.—Philad. Gaz.
HE Executive Committee of the Hart
the news of the total loss of the Company’s ton ; 10th, schs. Angerona, Jordan, do. ; Betsey,
Monday in July, in the year of our Lord
ford County Silk Society, have com
steamboat Assiniboin, by fire. The Assinibo Leavitt, do. ; 11th, sch. Helen, Lambert, of Free
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the
The measures adopted by the Mayor of
menced a monthly publication, called the
in was lying aground a little below the Man port, from Portland; 13th, schs. Adno, Murch,
Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
New York, to prevent the vending of spirit
Silk Culturist and Farmers Manual.
dan villages, where, on or about the 1st of Boston; Phaeton, Emery, do.; Mercator, Scamof said Court :
uous liquors on the Sabbath, have resulted in
The object of the publication is to dissemi
June, she took fire in the ladies’ cabin, and man, do. ; sloop Increase, Philbrook, Prospect.— “|r OHN BURNHAM, administrator of the
the most beneficial consequences. That holy
was entirely consumed. The cargo of the Sailed, July 8th,schs. Ant, Gray, Boston ; Sally, qJ
estate of Abner Consens, late of Kenne nate a thorough knowledge of the cultivation
day passed over without the intemperance, Assiniboin, consisting of Buffalo robes, and Davis, do f Elizabeth, Leavitt, do- *, 9th, schs. bunk, in said county, yeoman, deceased, hav of the Mulberry tree, in all its varieties—The
riot and noise which usually mark it. Sun valued at 70 to $80,000, was wholly destroy Hero, Rogers, Duxbury ; George Washington, ing presented his first account of administra rearing of the silk Worms—the production
day, says the Daily Advertiser, “ was a new
Bassett, Dennis ; D’Wolfe, Chase, do. ; 11th, tion of the estate of said deceased for allow of Cocoons and the Reeling of Silk, in the
ed.
schs. Eagle, Benson, Boston ; Isabella, Steven
era',—the dram shops generally were closed—
ance : and also his private account against most approved method. The importance of
the city was quiet, and only one Sabbath
this knowledge will appear from the fact that
Sea Serpent again.—We understand his son, do. ; Mayflower, Emery, do.; Charles, Mor the estate of said deceased for allowance :
Drunkard was brought up during the whole honor, the Sea Serpent, is paying a visit to rill, Portsmouth ; Fornax, Chase, Plymouth ;
the nett profit of land devoted to the culture
ORDERED
—
That
the
said
administrator
day.” This is an auspicious change and our coast, and was seen reconnoitering our 13th, sch. Helen, Lambert, Hallowell.
of Silk, is double, if not triple, to that derived
give
notice
to
all
persons
interested,
by
Cid. at Savannah, 30th ult. ship Pactolus,
may be imitated with profit in other cities. bay, between this place and Harpswell, day
from any other crop which can be put upon
causing
a
copy
of
this
order
to
be
pub

The Sabbath, as now spent, witnesses more before yesterday.—Whether he is visiting our Wise, Liverpool.
lished three weeks successively, in the Ken it. It is also a fact, that every moderate far
At
Ponce,
27th
ult.
brig
-Ponce,
Gould,
for
intemperance and immorality than any other State for the mere love of travelling, like oth
nebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in mer can raise several hundred dollars worth
New York, 5—ar. 18th.
day in the week.—ib.
of Silk, without interfering with his ordinary
er fashionable tourists, or has come among us
Ar. at Boston, 15th, brig Caroline, Bragdon, said county, that they may appear at a Pro
to spend some of the hot summer months for from Havana, 2d inst. via. Quarantine, in ballast. bate Court to be held at Kennebunk, in said agricultural operations. But in order to avail
A beautiful gold box has been presented his health, or is on his way down east to ex
Brig Brutus, Merrill, sailed from Jacmel, 20th county, on the first Monday in August next, at himself of this faculty to obtain competency
hy Mr. Livingston, to Commodore Elliott, as plore timber townships, we are not informed. ult.—dest. unk.
ten ot the clock in the forenoon, and shew and wealth, which our soil and climate have
a token of his high sense of the unremitting He was however seen day before yesterday
Ar. at Gloucester, 13th, sch. De Wolf, Chase, cause, if any they have, why the said ac given him, he must possess himself of infor
mation on the subject—for without it his at
attentions of the Commodore during the pas by Mr Edward Ingraham and his lady and Saco for Providence.
counts should not be allowed.
tempts will be fruitless. It is therefore the
At Havana, 28th ult. brig Perseverance, Burn
sage home in the Constitution.
others, in a vessel coming'from Harpswell to
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
object of the Committee to diffuse this infor
this place. They were within a few rods of ham, from Boston, cargo not sold.
A true copy,—Attest,
Ar. at Providence, 10th, sch Benevolent, Saco.
mation as extensively as possible, and at the
Look out for Counterfeiters.—Counterfeit him and had a fair view of him. He carried
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Adv. at New-Orleans, 23d ult. brig Watch
cheapest rate. The publication will contain a
half dollars are making their appearance his head six or eight feet out of the water,
July IL
man, Boston.
complete manual or directory from sowing
among us. They were offered freely on had the bunches upon his back or exhibited
Sailed from Wilmington, 4th, ship Plato, Wise,
seed to reeling the Silk, together with
board the steamboats yesterday.—Al. Jour.
the undulating motion and all the appearan Rotterdam.
A Chance for Speculation ! the
such facts and experiments, as will enable
ces that have usually been ascribed to him.
At Havana, 27th ult. brig George, Wise, unc.
farmers to raise Silk and prepare it for mar
Mr. Ingraham had before been an unbeCid. at Philadelphia, 11th, sch. Ann, Chase,
Last Saturday afternoon, about four o’
GRANITE LEDGE FOR SALE.
ket, without further knowledge or assistance.
clock, says the Northampton Courier, ringing« liever in the existence of these monsters, but Saco.
It will also contain interesting matter on agri
HE
subscriber
offers
for
sale
a
valuable
Cid.
at
Boston,
13th,
brig
William,
Ward,
,
now
has
no
doubt
bn
the
subject.
of bells, and cheers of our assembled citizens,
Marblehead.
Granite Ledge, situated in Kennebunk cultural subjects in general.
Portland Courier.
announced the arrival of the first canal boat
SPOKEN.
Terms. The Culturist will be published
port, about half a mile from the old congre
from Westfield, through the Hampshire and
9th inst. off South Shoal, barque Philetus, 3t> gational meeting-house and about two miles in monthly numbers of Eight Quarto Pages,
Ruiz the Pirate—A council of Physicians days from Londonderry for New York.
Hampden Canal. It was. an event long anti
from the wharves. Said ledge is worth the at Fifty Cents a year. No subscriptions will
cipated, and its welcome was the more hear was called last week, to examine once more
attention of individuals wishing to purchase be received unless paid in advance, and for
ty from the frequency of the disappointments the situation of this individual, who was re
INE CLAPBOARDS of0 first quality,
—it is as valuable, to say the least, as the one not less than a year.
which the good people there had endured. prieved for thirty days in consequence of bis
for sale by
MILLER & HALL.
Subscriptions received by F. G. Comstock,
occupied by Barnabas Palmer. Any person
'There is now canal navigation from New Ha insanity,—the result of which was, that he
July 16,1835.
desirous of purchasing will do well to call Secretary, Hartford, Conn., to whom also,
was
again
pronounced
insane.
This
was
im

ven to Northampton.
communications may be addressed, which if
^ ELLOW CORN for sale by
immediately. Apply to
__
mediately communicated to Washington, and
post paid, will be attended to.
EBENEZER WORMWOOD.
MILLER & HALL.
The President is on a visit to the Rip Raps, an additional reprieve of two months has
Hartford, April, 1835.
Kennebunk-port, July 13, 1835.
July 16s 1835.
where he proposes to remain a week or two. been received.
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conscience not startled with terror and dis
PROPOSALS.
may at his own perilous state ? If he hugs Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk, FOR PUBLISHING IN THIS CITY OF BANGOR, A PUB
LICATION TO BE CALLED THE
himself in the false security, that he has the
HOME.
——Maine, June 30, 1835.
TO THE ASTHMATIC & CONSUMPTlvt
EASTSSBir MAGAZmEL rgTHE
power to stop short of that inordinate ex
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
most prevalent and fatal of all fh
Oh ! if there be on earth a spot
Edited by Mrs. M. P. Carter.
cess, which inflames the passions to outrage ■pDWARD E. BOURNE, John H. BartJL
diseases incident to civilized soci/
Where life’s tempestuous waves rage not,
T will be the aim of the Publisher to ren
against the law, and infuriates the husband
Or if there be a charm—a joy—
lett, Francis Brown, Miss Eliza Bacon,
der his work not only amusing and inter —the Consumption—may generally be t
Without satiety or alloy—
to raise hand against the partner of his bos Miss Mary Bickford,—Humphrey Chadesting, but instructive ; or in a word worthyced to the least alarming of disorder
Or if there be a feeling fraught
bourne,
Hercules
Chadbourne,
2,
Nathan
om, you can, no doubt, tell him that there
With ev’ry fond and pleasing thought,
Chadwick,—Charles Day,—Jeremiah Emer the patronage of an American public. It will slight but neglected Cold ! By estimali
was a time when you also confidently relied
Or if there be a hope that lives
son, Nathaniel Evans, 2,—Alexander G. Fer not be his object to overhaul again, the hack it appears that ong hundred andfI{?
upon the same delusive security. Let him naid, Isaac Furbish, John Fairfield,—Nathan neyed incident and history of the old world, thousand persons die annually of the C?
On the pure happiness it gives,
That envy touches not—where strife
call up from the grave the dead who’ have iel Goodale, Heber Gowen, David Grant, for subject, but rather to bring to light and
sumption. Most of these dreadful result-'
Ne’er mingles with the cup of life ;
heretofore expiated upon the gallows, the Lyman Gitchel, John Garland, Jedidiah develope the resources of our own country ; may be attributed to common Colds, an?
Or it there bo a world of bliss,
than
which
none is richer in themes, whether
Gooch,
Oliver
Goodwin,
Mrs.
P.
A.
Gould,
crimes
provoked
by
their
intemperance
—
or
Of peace, of love—of happiness—
negligent treatment of the barrassi ng C0J
let him summon, from the penitentiaries, Miss Abigail H. Goodwin, Miss Olive Gill- in a literary, moral or political point of view.
Or if there be a refuge fair,
that generally ensues, which is usually f |
The
Publisher
is
aware
that
his
work
must
A safe retreat from toil and care,
the ghastly crowd whom similar offences patrick.
be considered in the light of an experiment, lowed by difficult breathing, pain in the sid
Where the heart may a dwelling find,
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
have here immured—all of them, with uni
A store of many joys combin’d,
Joshua Howe, Miss Julia Ann Hatch,— local and home-made—as it is intended to be. and at last Ulcerated Lungs. Violent/]
ted testimony, will proclaim that this secu Miss Mary Jefferds,—Seth Kimball, George r tl!le trusts lOihe patriotism and self respect
Where ev’ry feeling—ev’ry tone—
repeated Asthmatic attacks also brine
Best harmonizes with its own,
rity is most false—most illusory.—This se Knox, Edward Keating, Miss Eliza Kimball, of the American people ; and those of New Consumptive symptoms. One or twoÌ
Whence its vain wishes, ne’er can rove,
curity is the grand mystery in the devo —William Lord, 2, G. & I. Lord, Jesse Lar England in particular, for success : and he
lars expended in the purchase of
Oh ! it is home !—a home ofdove.
tions, which are paid to the God of Intem rabee and others, Amos Lunt, William Lib- feels confident that the patronage hitherto
DR. RELFE’S ASTHMATIC pm.
awarded
to
Periodicals,
which,
though
wor

perance, who, term after term, is casting its bey,—Thomas Murphy, Mrs. Mary G. Mitch
and a little attention to their timely adoii'
LIFE.
thy of merit as literary, were only the reflec
victims to be crushed in the path of Justice el, Miss Hannah C. Morrill.
We nre born ; we laugh ; we weep ;
tions of Europe and Europeans ; wilt not be istration, will usually ensure a mitigation ()i
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
as it rolls its stated course through its Judi
We love ; we droop ; we die !
refused to one which is professedly Ameri these disorders, and generally effect a Core
Capt.
Daniel
Nason,
Moses
Mason,
—
Benja

Ah ! wherefore do we laugh, or weep !
cial circuits. Oh I that the record of this
The Pills are also an easy and effectual rem
can.
min
Oakes,
Miss
Harriet
Oakes,
—
Rev.
Josi

Why do we live or die ?
conviction could go forth throughout the
It is the intention of the publisher, as soon edy for the symptoms preceding and ae
ah Powers, Ezra Perkins,—D. Remich, Oran
Who knows that secret deep ?
land to alarm the merriment of every ine Ross, Miss Ruth Robinson, 2,—David Smith, as the length ofhis subscription list will war coinpanying the Asthma and Consnmpt/
Alas, not I !
briated wretch ; and that like the hand wri Jeremiah Smith, Daniel M. Smith, Miss Sa rant the expense, to enhance the value of his For colds, coughs, difficulty of breathing
Why doth the violet spring
ting upon the wall which dismayed the Chal rah Smith, Mrs. Olive Smith, 2, John Spring work by the addition of Engravings of Amer tightness and strictures across the tf/'
Unseen by human eye ?
ican scenery, and Music by American com
dean monarch in his festive abominations, it er, Mrs. Olive Stevens.
wheezing, pain in the side, spitting of blond'
Why do the radiant seasons bring
posers.
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
would appal him with a view of his danger,
Sweet thoughts that quickly fly ?
The Magazine will be published on or &c. Few cases can occur of any of
Samuel
Taylor,
Joshua
Taylor,
James
Tit

Why do our fond hearts cling
and show him what momentous interests
about the first of every month, at the low class of disorders, in which the purchase
To things that die ?
are hazarded upon the enjoyments of a mo comb, Titcomb & Smith, Miss Susan S. Tay price of $2,00 in advance or $2,50 if payment of Dr. Relfe’s Pills will npt find a ridire,
lor, Miss Sarah B. Thompson,—Rev. G. W.
ment, whose highest voluptuousness is a Wells, Daniel Wise, Jun., Francis Watts, is delayed till the third number.
We toil,—through pain and wrong ;
turn for their trifling expenditure. Price»
We fight,—and fly ;
degradation lower than that of the beast.
Any person who will procure seven sub whole boxes, 30 Pills,
George Wise, Mrs. Diantha L. F. Williams, 2,
; half do. 12
We love ; we lose ; and then, ere long,
Does the heart aspire to honor, to for Miss Lucretia K. Wells, Miss Sabra Worm-' scribers and become responsible for the same, 50 cis.
Stone-dead we lie.
tune, to health, to virtue, to Heaven ? This wood, Miss Sarah Wright, Miss Mary P. shall receive one copy of the Magazine while
O Life ! is all thy song
they continue.
record tells him that infamy, and indigence, Webster. 76 Leiters.
“ Endure and—die ?”
TO THE
Postage must be paid on all communica
and disgrace, and vice, and Hell, are mant ___________JAMES OSBORN, Jr. P. M.
tions sent by mail—unless the letter contains
ling in the cup of intoxication.
Jealousy
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
names of new Subscribers or Money.
HITE and sound Teeth are boil
MSJ OF
and hate, and every malignant passion is
Communications intended for the Maga
Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk
An Awful Lesson.—The charge of Judge
an ornament and a blessing, flit
effervescing in the inebriating draught.
zine, or those on business, to be directed to
port, July 1, 1835.
Lomax in pronouncing the dread sentence
best security for their advantage is tobe
Blasphemy and murder and every crime is
the
Publisher.
JOHN
S.
CARTER,
D. G. H. L.
of the law on Thomas Jones, for the murfound in the use of the
No. 44, Main street, Bangor.
spectred in its sparkling bubbles. It tells YTICHOLAS DOWNING, Miss Keziah ________
lerof his wife, says the Norfolk Herald, is
BRITISH ANTISEPTIC DENTRIFICE,
X"
Grant,
Miss
Rhoda
M.
Gordon,
—
Amos
him that the hand, which is recklessly bear
To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme Ju
This elegant Tooth Powder, wnhaih
full of impressive eloquence and startling
ing to the lips the maddening beverage, Huff, Charles C. Little, Daniel Libby.
dicial Court to be held at Alfred, within and little use, eradicates the Scurvy in thegu/
admonition, addressing itself with resistless
P.
S.
R.
may be he knows not how soon, imbued in
for the County of York, on the last Tuesday and prevents the accumulation of Tarter
force to the victims of intemperance. It is
Rev. John Perrin, Harriott G. Patterson,—
the blood of a heart whose conjugal affec
Hof April, 1835.
Mrs. Rhoda Smith,—Rev. Samuel Robins.
which not only blackens, but loosens ih
worthy of being preserved in every family
tion for her murderer—and whose virtues
UMBLY SHEW Samuel Langdon
OLIVER BOURN, P. M.
teeth, and accelerates thejr decay. The
•—and every mother, as the reasoning facul had once inspired him with all the raptur __ _______
Whidden of Lancaster, in the County
ties of her offspring begin to expand, should
of Coos and State of New Hampshire, Samu Dentrifice thus removes the prevailing caus
liiST OF JjETTERS
ous devotion of love. Harder than the nees of offensive breath, preserves the health!,
impress its warning truths upon their infant
ther-mill stone must be the heart, if your Remaining in the Post Office at JVbrth-Ber- el Whidden of Portsmouth, in the County of
Rockingham and State of New Hampshire ness and floridness of the gums, and renders
minds, and give it to them as a lesson to be fate does not engrave upon it, in characters
wick, Me. June 30, 1835.
and Elizabeth his wife in her right, Aaron the teeth beautifully white. Price 50 cents,
“ conned by rote.”
Although it has al
never to be obliterated, whilst it beats with
A. B. C. F. G.
Smith of Hopkinton, in the County of Merri
ready been published by our contempora life, most awful and fearful admonitions to
(t/^None are genuine unless signed on
HARLES H. ALLEN, {Wells,) John mack and State of New Hampshire and Eli
ries, we feel that we owe it to the good of
Abbott, Jr.—Timothy Berdeen, Salome za Ann his wife, in her right, and Joseph the outside printed wrapper by the so/e Prosobriety and abstinence.
mankind to give it further circulation in our
Brackett, Rufus Beedle,—Samuel Burbank,Gilman
3,
of Wells, in the said County of York, prtefor,T. Kidder, immediate success
I avail myself of this solemn occasion,
—James Clements, {Berwick,) Betsey Chad- that they are seized in fee simple and as ten to the late Dr. W. T. Conway. For sale,
paper. It cannot be too widely diffused :
when, perhaps, for the last time in this world,
bourne, 2d.,—‘Cashier G. Falls Bank,—Moses
SENTENCE OF DEATH.
we stand together in the presence of that Foye, {Berwick,) Oliver Furnald,—Roswell ants in common, of and in a certain real es at his Counting Room, over No. 99, Conn
tate in Alfred and Sanford, in the County of
Pronounced by Judge Lomax, on Thom Holy Judge, before whose majesty the pris
Grant, (Berwic/v,) Abigail Gray, Joseph Gil- York, and is known as lot number 16, in the street, near Concert Hall, Boston, and ah
as Jones for the murder of his wife.
,by his special appointment, bv
oner and his earthly judge are both defiled patrick.
first division in the eastern range of lots as
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
Thomas Jones,
with blackest guilt ; and I would earnestly
H. J. K. M. N. O. P. S. T.
originally located in the town of Sanford, (of
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port,
Oliver Hill, {Berwick,) 3fPejer Heard, J. R. which Alfred formerly constituted a part,) and
You have been convicted of the murder address you upon a subject of the deepest
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
ofyour wife, by excessive beating. This is interest to all men at all times, but to you, Hooper, {Berwick,) Catharine ^Hanson, {Ber- is bounded as follows :—On the north east
wick,) Mary Heard, Oliver Itasty, Nancy Har by land oflsaac Currier, Jesse Kimball and
regarded as one of the most heinous offen in your present condition, it is a subject
mons, Moses Hanson, {Berwick,)-— Aaron
ces which can be committed, and the law pressing with most importunate exigency Junkins, J. G. Johnson,—Benjamin Knox, Noah Shackford, on the north west by land
denounces against it its severest sentence. upon your most profound consideration. {Berwick,)—Enos Morrell, Nathan Murray, of Thacher Jones, John and Alvah Conant
That sentence it is now my painful duty, as You are very shortly to appear before the Betsey Morrell,—David Nayson, Moses No and Jotham Getchell, on the south west by
land of John and Abraham Huston and on
the minister of the law, to pronounce. But, Bar of your God, to render an account of blee, (Berwick) Moses Noble, {East Berwick,)
the south east by land of John and William
before 1 discharge it, I cannot refrain from the deeds of your Ijfe. Has your life been —Hannah Otis, {Berwick,) Frances P. Odi- Wormwood, Samuel Estes, William Russell,
ovne,
{Berwick,)
—
Charles
T.
Perkins,
—
John
making some observations suggested by spent in a manner which will be acceptable
Nahum Day and James Perkins, containing
40.
your situation—nott made I assure you, in to a God who is all holiness ?—Need 1 ask Staples,—John Twombly.
in the whole two hundred and fifty acres.—
M. HUBBARD, P, M.
The said petitioners are seized of one undivi
any spirit of reproach, but of deepest com- this question after the disclosures in your
ded half part, with certain other persons to
misseration and concern for your unhappy recent trial ? But upon the account which
fate ; and they are made with a hope that you render, depends eternal happiness, or
i AME into the inclosure of the subscriber, them unknown ; that they cannot possess,
they may not be wholly unprofitable to your eternal misery. The sands ofyour life are ff
Friday, the 26th day of June, a red occupy and improve their said part to any
advantage, while the same.lies in common
few, and will soon run out—of your past bnndle Cow, with a small' bell on. The
self or to others.
and undivided as aforesaid, but wholly lose
It has no doubt occurred to you, in all days, how will you make up your reckon owner is requested to prove property, pay the profits thereof.—Wherefore they pray
charges
and
take
her
away.
the bitterness of grief, that the last month ing ? Where are the merits of your life
HE only specific ever offered toile
that notice may be issued, in due form of
NATHANIEL SMITH.
has been most eventful in your destinies. which you will sum up, as the offset to youi
public from which a permanent anil
Jaw
and
that
their
said
part
may
be
set
off
Kennebunk, July 2, 1835.
One month ago, you were in possession of crimes ; and what statement will you make,
and assigned to them in severalty.—And your radical cure may be obtained of that disa
petitioners shall ever pray.
most of those means, which when rightly of a balance in your favor to be flung down
greeable pain the Tooth-ache, with all ill
COFFEE.
By DANIEL GOODENOW,
improved, give assurance, in your humble upon the Justice seat of Heaven, entitling
attendant evils ; such as fracturing the Jaw
BAGS COFFEE, just received and for
THEIR ATTORNEY.
Y sale by the subscriber. WM. LORD.
in extracting the Teeth, which often proves
sphere of life, of usefulness, respectability you to forgiveness, as the exacted recom
Copy.
A
ttest
,
July 4.
and happiness. Your humble home might pense to the creature, brought by occasional
more painful than the Toolh-acbe itself,and
JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
have been consecrated to conjugal affection, obedience, to pay for a life of habitual hos rr,HF~?V»OT/C'^
cold passing from the decayed Teeth to the
Jaw, thence to the head, producing a rheuto domestic peace and felicity.
But your tility and rebellion against the supreme uni
STATE OF MAINE.
W k subscriber having contracted with
own hand converted it into the charnel versal law ofhis creator ?
And during the
the town of Lyman, to support Mary York, ss.—At the Supreme Judicial Court, be matic affection, with many other unpleas
house of your wife ; and you fled in guilt remnant of your days, that short and fleet vousens, for the year ensuing, hereby gives
gun and held at Alfred, within and for the ant effects, such as a disagreeable breath,
and horror from its blood “ bespattered” ing interval yet allowed you by the Law to notice, that he has made suitable provision
County of York, on the last Tuesday of bad taste in the mouth, &c. ; all of which
April, 1835.
y J
walls—and you left her covered with brui live in the confinement of the Jail—what for her, and forbids all persons harboring or
are produced from foul or decayed Teeth.
trusting
her
on
his
account,
as
he
will
pay
no
the
foregoing
Petition
the
Court
order
ses, speechless, senseless, and weltering in are the good works which you can perform,
I am happy to have it in my powertoolthat the petitioners notify all persons in fertothe world a remedy that will notonlj
her gore. Your home, with all the com to buy off the forgiveness of your sins ? O ’f bill for her support.
terested
in
the
premises,
by
causing
an
at

T
JOSHUA DAVIS, Jun.
forts which you might have there secured, it is blasphemy for man, sinful in his best
Lyman, June 30,1835.
tested copy of said Petition, and this order remove the pain nine times out of ten,!
has been exchanged for the gloom of a Jail, estate, to hope by his own righteousness
thereon, to be published three weeks succes properly applied, but preserve the teeth
and you must have been more than man — (whose utmost attainments can never equal
sively, in the Kennebunk Gazette, a newspa from further decay, and arrest the disease«
more than fiend—if its solitude has not been the duty he owes to the transcendent duty
per printed at Kennebunk, the last publica such as are decaying and have not commen
fllHE subscribers, having contracted with
tion to be thirty days at least before the term ced aching, restoring them to health ami
embittered by agonies of remorse and hor ofhis Creator,) to cancel all his violations
"
the town of Kennebunk-port, to sup
ror unutterable. You have passed through of God’s Holy Law. There is no hope for port the Poor of said town the present year, of this Court to be holden at Alfred afore usefulness.
all the agitating hopes and fears of an igno the sinner but in the righteousness of the hereby give notice that they have made the said, on the third Tuesday of October next,
NEW-YORK CITY, SEPT. 15, 1832.
minious trial—and a just and lawful convic Saviour, and upon the terms which he has necessary provisions for their support. They that all such persons may then and there shew
The undersigned, in his practice as a Den
cause,
if
any
they
have,
why
the
prayer
of
tion places you now upon the brink of an offered in the Gospel. Salvation has been therefore forbid all persons harboring or trust
tal Surgeon, having extensively used,for
said petition should not be granted.
abyss, indescribably awful and tremendous. purchased by his blood, and it has been of ing any of the paupers of said town, as they
the cure of the tooth-ache, Thomas Wbile'i
A
ttest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
Before the hand of Spring shall drop a blade fered to all mankind—even to the vilest Sin are determined to pay no bill for their sup
Copy. Attest,
Vegetable Tooth-ache Drops, and with de
JOHN HUTCHINS, 3d.,
of verdure upon the fresh grave of your ner—upon terms so moderate, that none port.
JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
cided success, he can recommend them,
FRANCIS BOSTON.
June 27.
murdered wife, your body too, will have it might be supposed, would be foolish ewhen genuine, as superior to any other rem
Kennebunk-port, April 21,1835.
been deposited in the silent earth.
nough to reject them.
Repentance and
edy now before the public, and can say that
What demon was it, that entered into faith are all that he demands as the price of
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